
OMEGA MAN
PLAYER: NPC Hero

NAME: TRUE I.D.: Darwin Ixal
SIDE: Good BIRTHPLACE: Far Future

SPECIES: Alien (Futurian) CULTURE: High Tech
AGE: 389 GENDER: Bisexual Cis Male

WEIGHT 210 lbs MASS: d4
BACKGROUND: Inventor and Temporal Scientist 

MOTIVATION: Penance (with a touch of Need To Know) WEALTH: d4
ORIGIN TYPE: Evolved LUCK: 10-

LEGAL STATUS: Licensed

CPs: ABILITIES
INVENTING: 14 Unspent IPs:

2.5 ADAPTATION: Time (Immortal / Doesn't Age) (Other) (2.5)
20 ARMOUR: Dense Flesh. Total Armour 12 (20)
10 EXPERIENCE LEVELS: +1 to hit bonus, +1 defense bonus, and +1 task bonus (10)
15 FLIGHT: 8/128 (44 mph / mach .06) (15)
10 HEIGHTENED COOL: +10 (10)
10 HEIGHTENED ENDURANCE: +10 (10)
10 HEIGHTENED INTELLIGENCE: +10 (10)
10 HEIGHTENED SENSES: Acute full sight sense (+3 task modifier) (10)
16 KNOWLEDGE: C) Languages. Futurian (0), Fluent English (3), Fluent Japanese (3), 

Fluent Mandarin (3), Fluent Russian (3), D) Literacy: Futurian (0), English (1), Japanese 
(1), Mandarin (1), Russian (1)
LIGHTNING CONTROL:

15 A) Electrical Bolt: Range 36”, does 2d10 damage, PR = 4/use (15)
20 B) Electrical Field: Does d10+1 damage, PR = 1/use (20)
10 TEAM FUND: His contribution to the Sensational Seven team items (base & vehicles) (10)

27.5 TELEPORTATION: 10 mile range, 5' x 5' Gate at a cost of 1/use, +1” per +1 PR spent,
Three memorized locations (personal quarters in Zander Tower; private laboratory in 
Zander Industries in New York City; and one to be determined location) (27.5)

10 TEAM FUND: His contribution to the Sensational Seven team items (base & vehicles) (10)
-5 DISTINCTIVE: Tall and thin, light blue skin, red eyes with no irises, pointed ears, shaggy 

white hair (-4 task check to disguise) (-5)
-10 PUBLIC IDENTITY (-10)
-5 VULNERABILITY: -2 Defense against Biochemical damage (-5)



CPs SCORE

15 ST 15 SAVE CARRYING CAPACITY: 240  lbs BASE HTH DMG: d6+1
18 EN 28 13- ATTACKS: To Hit Damage Dmg Type KB DEFENSES:

14 AG 14 11- Punch 17- d6+1 Blunt Kinetic Y Physical Mental

18 IN 28 13- Electrical Bolt 17- 2d10 Energy Y
2 4

19 CL 29 13- Electrical Field – d10+1 Energy Y

V EXPERIENCE: PROTECTION: Kinetic Energy Bio Entropy Psychic Other

V Base 200 EARNED Armour 3 3 3 3

V Spent 50 < 50

250 Total 250

INITIATIVE: d6+d8 MOVE: Ground: 19 Fly: 8/128
POWER ( 85 ):
HIT PTS ( 27 ): HEALING: 4.5
CAPS: BCs: 60 Ability: 50 Dmg: 23 GEAR: Break: Take: Disarm: BGC:

STORY: Darwin Ixal is from a race of evolved humans, known as the Futurians, from the far, far future. In their 
time, the universe had become a dark one where most of the stars had died and the light from the remaining    
stars could not reach other galaxies due to the vast distances between them. The Futurians were able to 
escape their dying universe by the use of dimensional portals that allowed them to move to alternate realities
throughout the timeline of the universe.

Darwin and his wife, Vivios, decided to remain on Homeworld to chronicle the end of the universe. Their plan 
was to use their personal dimensional gate to escape to the past at the precise moment at the end of 
everything. That way they would chronicle the relevant data while escaping the universe's doomed fate.
Unfortunately, events did not play out as planned.

As Darwin and Vivios entered their escape portal to flee to the new Homeworld of the distant past, an 
unknown energy surge caused the portal to fluctuate and Darwin and Vivios were caught in its destructive 
grasp. To Darwin's horror, he watched his wife get pulled into a separate rift by the cascading dimensional 
energy. He was helpless as he fell through the dimensional vortex.

When Darwin arrived in the central park of Helios City in the 21st Century, he did everything he could with his
dimensional portal controls in an attempt to rescue his wife but the controls were completely burnt out. His
dimensional gate controls were completely destroyed during the voyage. He didn't know of his wife was alive
or dead. He immediately attempted to get the necessary components for his dimensional portal but such parts
were not available on the planet. He needed vital energy crystals that could only be found on Homeworld.

With a sinking heart, he knew Vivios was lost to him. Darwin was rescued from the grip of despair when alien
scavengers arrived in Helios City. The aliens, known as the Collectors, attempted to steal the whole downtown 
section of the city with its buildings, park, and people included. Together with six like minded heroes, Darwin
helped to put an end to the threat of the Collectors and saved the city.

Darwin explained to the assembled heroes that he was the last of his race who came from the end of time. It 
was Inferno who gave Darwin his current hero name of Omega Man. Together these seven heroes became the 
Sensational Seven, protectors of Helios City.

Darwin never forgot Vivios. A day doesn't go past when he doesn't think of her. Inferno offered the resources 
of Zander Industries if it would help Darwin locate his wife but Darwin explained that he could not build a 



dimensional portal and the appropriate locator without specific Futurian components that do not exist on Earth
in this time zone. As Omega Man, Darwin feels the need to help others as a form of atonement for being the
reason his wife is lost to him. If he hadn't convince her to stay as long as they did in the dying future, they could 
have escaped it safely together. 


